Efi relay toyota 4runner

Remember Me? Site Navigation. Ok, So I am an idiot I pulled the EFI relay fused to reset the
tranmission like forum members have suggested, and I forgot to undo the battery first and turn
off the car I was listening to the radio and blew the relay I feel really, really, really dumb. So my
question is, how does one go about changing the EFI? Sorry, the relay. The fuse is fine. I think I
shorted the relay when I pulled the fuse with the car on. What year? The pic below is a 4th gen
This is a quote from another thread but it may help; "2 Remove the fuse cover by pushing in on
the plastic latch. My finger is on the latch in the photo. The lid will release than it will lift right
off. Then replace the fuses and cover. Turn the key to on, wait seconds and then engage the
starter. That's it! The other thing is make sure the tires are serviced psi. I tried resetting the
fuses, but haven't checked the tires yet. Ill try that in the morning before going to the
stealership. Thanks for the advise!! Other than the fuses, are there any other resets or did I
destroy the relay circut?!? Last edited by Super; at PM. Originally Posted by fourwd1. Are you
talking about a relay or a fuse, they're 2 different things. The EFI what? You want to change the
entire EFI system, or some part, or what. There's some important info missing here. What
engine? Then nothing was damaged, that's great. Member's Picture Albums. Originally Posted
by Super. Originally Posted by martini. Where did you see the instructions to pull the battery
first? I pulled my EFI fuse once but didn't unplug the battery. BB code is On. Smilies are On.
Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names
references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of
their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List.
Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Super Junior Member. Join Date: Jan Posts: View Public Profile.
Find More Posts by Super. Quote: I pulled the EFI relay fused. Find More Posts by fourwd1.
CJ3Flyr Super Moderator. Quote: Originally Posted by fourwd1 Are you talking about a relay or
a fuse, they're 2 different things. Quote: Originally Posted by fourwd1 There's some important
info missing here. Find More Posts by martini. Quote: Originally Posted by martini Where did
you see the instructions to pull the battery first? Posting Rules. User Name: Password:
Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Remember Me? Site
Navigation. War Sprout. I want a picture of exactly what I need to unplug, circled in red or
pointed out, if possible. The last thing I want to do is sabotage my vehicle when it already needs
some work. I have a 4runner limited 4x4 automatic 3. Someone just go outside, and take a cell
phone pic or something. Its a trade secret among used auto dealers. The reason for this is the
EFI map that the vehicle has set to work with its past driver. When you reset this map, the
vehicle forgets how the old driver used to drive and learns how you drive. It picks up on how
you accelerate, how you cruise, etc and maps the fuel injection to follow. It takes about 1 tank of
gas for it to establish a new EFI map. Doing this will not always net an MPG gain, but it will
make the vehicle feel more peppy. Even if you don't reset the EFI relay, the vehicle is always
adjusting it's EFI map and will eventually get used to you, but resetting it is a lot more effective.
Member's Picture Albums. Go look in the fuse box under the hood. Pull the cover off and then
look at the diagram on the cover and find the one labeled EFI then pull out the corresponding
relay for about 30 mins. Relays are the solid black block looking objects. Put it back in and
you're good to go. About as simple as it gets Edit: I would go take a picture but its dark outside
and cold. Also fuse and relay locations vary on the different years but you should easily be able
to find it on the diagram. Originally Posted by mcaz5. Pull the cover off and then look at the
diagram on the cover and find the one labeled EFI then pull out the corresponding fuse for
about 30 mins. Also fuse locations vary on the different years but you should easily be able to
find it on the diagram. I get about 16 - 17 MPG too. I noticed this big difference after moving to
Louisiana. I think the quality of gas in this part of the country is not so good. Currently I am
trying to hunt down a 4 cylinder 4x4. Originally Posted by nissanh. Originally Posted by War
Sprout. Those are the parts I don't get. A There are 2 EFI labels, not one. One is large and on the
bottom right of the box, while the other is smaller, and on the left side more towards the middle.
B The guide calls it a relay, but you call it a fuse. Which one is it? I'll edit in a sec for a picture of
mine. I re-edited my post but I think you had already quoted me before I did. I read back through
and realized I said fuse and not relay, the fuses are the multicolored smaller ones. The relay is
the large black box shaped one. That's the one you want to pull. Pull it out and come back in 30
mins and put it back in and you're good to go. You probably won't notice any difference until
your 2nd tank, you may not even notice a difference at all. This sucker will not come out. I feel
like I'm going to break it if I keep pulling on, but I don't see a clip anywhere. Do I just need to
man-up on this one, or is there a clip that I'm about to break? Edit: Nevermind, I got it with some
pliers. There's no clip, it's just in there pretty good. Last edited by War Sprout; at AM. Originally
Posted by coreyray7. I'm in deep east Texas pretty sure I'm getting the same quality you are or
close to it I'm currently getting I just got it Wednesday and have only gone through a half tank,
so I will do the actually numbers when I fill up. It still has the stock air filter and hippie filter.

Thank you, sir. That is exactly what I needed to know. Right now I could only dream of I put
about miles a week on it, so it really adds up. What city in east Texas are you? K and N filters
are very noisy on freeway, so keep your OEm air filter box and tubes just in case. Can't you do
the same thing by removing the ground terminal for 30 minutes? BB code is On. Smilies are On.
Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names
references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of
their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page
1 of 2. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. War Sprout Member. EFI Relay I want a picture of exactly
what I need to unplug, circled in red or pointed out, if possible. View Public Profile. Find More
Posts by War Sprout. Find More Posts by mcaz5. Quote: Originally Posted by mcaz5 Go look in
the fuse box under the hood. Find More Posts by nissanh. Find More Posts by coreyray7.
Quote: Originally Posted by mcaz5 I re-edited my post but I think you had already quoted me
before I did. Quote: Originally Posted by coreyray7 I'm in deep east Texas pretty sure I'm getting
the same quality you are or close to it I'm currently getting Quote: Originally Posted by nissanh
K and N filters are very noisy on freeway, so keep your OEm air filter box and tubes just in case.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Where is the OCR relay. VSC off via relay? Relay or no Relay on
lights and other? User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now!
Become a Sponsor. Remember Me? Site Navigation. With regards to resetting the EFI relay, is it
really as simple as pulling the relay for 30 minutes and then plugging it back in? Is there any
negatives to doing this? Or anything I can screw up in the process of resetting this relay?
Originally Posted by geocook Well, I was reading through the "new owners" guide here on the
forum. Pulling the EFI relay was one of those items referenced. I believe the goal is to get better
mpg. I guess I was curious if this was something I should do with the new to me runner. In
pulling and reseating the relay, the post indicates that the vehicle will then adjust to my driving
more quickly. It's not a process that will give you better MPGs per say, but it does reset the EFI
to factory and kickstarts the "learning process" of the mapping right away. If you've done any
maintenance that is fuel delivery, intake air delivery or ignition spark related, the vehicle's
computer can start optimizing the relationship between all of these components that much
quicker. If the previous owner was a lead foot and you're a more conservative driver, then yes,
there can be a benefit to the vehicle "tuning" itself to your driving style that much quicker. But
pulling the EFI relay is just one of those things that "should" be done after some maintenance
to the engine like new spark plugs or a MAF cleaning , but really isn't a necessaity. Bottom line,
it never hurts to pull the EFI relay for a reset, but you shouldn't expect it to actually solve
anything. If you're just pulling it for the sake of the vehicle learning your style of driving,
chances are that the difference in MPG will be negligible, but likely still a step in the right
direction. You won't "hurt" anything by doing this unless you totally screw up one of the
simplests of mechanical tasks such as this one, ie: try to jam the thing back in, in the wrong
hole. I'm sure it's just semantics but I hope you guys are talking about the EFI fuse. The fuse
that powers the ecu, not the EFI relay. Pulling and re installing the EFI relay will do nothing. Last
edited by alanflies; at PM. According to the 3rd Gen Buyer's Guide, 4-ripcord refers to it as the
relay. Last edited by SpidermanGeek; at PM. Originally Posted by SpidermanGeek. Pulling either
the fuse or the relay doesn't really matter though, both of them will cut the power to the ECU.
Originally Posted by alanflies. Take a look at the wiring diagram. Last edited by TheDurk; at PM.
Originally Posted by TheDurk. Whoever wrote that article is an idiot. It wouldn't make sense for
the volatile memory to be connected to the EFI relay because it would be erased every time the
relay cycled. You have to pull the fuse. As far as I know, on our trucks, you can just pull the EFI
fuse. No need to pull the relay. Either will do, but the fuse is easier. The point is to cut power to
the ECU and force it to re-learn its settings. Originally Posted by cbrboy. Is there any difference
between pulling the fuse and disconnecting the negative battery terminal? I've always just
disconnected the terminal. Shouldn't somebody amend the buyer's guide? Because I always
thought you had to pull the relay for 30 minutes. And I've done so on a few occasions after
some maintenance. And that's not the only spot on T4R that the relay is referenced. I would hate
to know that this information is false and perpetuated. Anywho, good to know that you have to
pull the fuse and NOT the relay. Carry on. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times
are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web
site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread.
View Public Profile. Find More Posts by geocook Quote: Originally Posted by geocook With
regards to resetting the EFI relay, is it really as simple as pulling the relay for 30 minutes and
then plugging it back in? Find More Posts by octanejunkie. SpidermanGeek Member. Find More
Posts by SpidermanGeek. Find More Posts by alanflies. Its a trade secret among used auto
dealers. The reason for this is the EFI map that the vehicle has set to work with its past driver.

When you reset this map, the vehicle forgets how the old driver used to drive and learns how
you drive. It picks up on how you accelerate, how you cruise, etc and maps the fuel injection to
follow. It takes about 1 tank of gas for it to establish a new EFI map. Doing this will not always
net an MPG gain, but it will make the vehicle feel more peppy. Even if you don't reset the EFI
relay, the vehicle is always adjusting it's EFI map and will eventually get used to you, but
resetting it is a lot more e
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ffective. It is also smart to do this whenever you significantly change anything in the drivetrain,
such as a new filter, cleaning intake components, add cold air intake, bigger tires, exhaust
system, etc.. To do this, find the largest of the EFI relays in the fuse block on the drivers side of
the engine bay. With the battery still connected, remove this relay for 30 minutes then re-install.
TheDurk Elite Member. Quote: Originally Posted by alanflies Take a look at the wiring diagram.
Find More Posts by TheDurk. Posts: Find More Posts by cbrboy. Quote: Originally Posted by
cbrboy Is there any difference between pulling the fuse and disconnecting the negative battery
terminal? Join Date: Feb Location: san bernardino mountains, s. Find More Posts by
tonytoshiba. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Is running a relay before a fuse block possible?
What relay would you use? Relay or no Relay on lights and other? User Name: Password:
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